Digital Equity Now Partnership Model
Roles & Responsibilities for Collaboration

**THE STEM ALLIANCE**
- Device & Hotspot Packages
- Tailored Tech Ed Curriculum
- Device Warranty Support
- Logistics Collaboration
- Lead Educator & TTAs

**PARTNERS**
- Client Identification & Registration
- Strong Collaboration & Engagement at All Phases
- Educator-in-Training
- Program Feedback
- Required Space, A/V tech, & Covid Safety Measures

**CLIENTS**
- All Ages
- Workforce Trainees
- Teens
- Adults
- Workforce Participants

**GLOSSARY**
- **Curriculum**: Lessons created by the STEM Alliance and tailored for targeted cohort needs
- **Clients**: Participants — determined via eligibility criteria — who receive device package and tech education
- **Cohort**: 12-15 clients identified and enrolled for education by site, based on eligibility
- **Lead Educator**: Trained STEM Alliance Educator responsible for teaching at least 1 cohort, and training the Partner’s Educator-in-Training
- **Teaching Tech Assistant (TTA)**: Trained assistants — often young adults — who assist during cohort classes
- **Educator-In-Training**: Partner’s staff member designated to attend all Digital Equity Now classes and debriefings
- **Device**: A computing device being delivered to the client — typically a Chromebook — that is given to the client for full ownership if they complete the 15 hours of education
- **Hotspot**: A wifi hotspot internet device with high-speed connectivity, unlimited data, no drop down speed

Learn more about The STEM Alliance's Digital Equity Now Initiative at: www.thestemalliance.org/digital-equity-now.html